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AED Remote Monitoring

Emergency Care 
Informatics Suite

How can you be 
sure your AED will 
be ready?

Readiness Management
Our AED Remote Monitoring Suite completely redefines the concept of managing AEDs. It is designed to 
be simple and easy to use with a carefree service subscription plan to help give you peace of mind. The AED 
Remote Monitoring Suite allows you to monitor the readiness of your AED assets, wherever they are. It 
utilizes a maintenance-free transmitter that connects your Philips AED to an automatic monitoring and 
notification dashboard.

3. Connected service
Enjoy simple set-up, planning and 
ownership, with our remote 
monitoring service
• Easy system for tracking parts  that 

need replenishment
• Pre-paid subscription plan
• Downloadable snapshot of fleet 

readiness with one click 
• Minimal visual inspections, enhancing 

sustainability

1. Philips HeartStart AEDs
Start with the industry standard, 
Philips HeartStart AEDs
• Proven safe, reliable and effective1

• Designed to be easy to use by trained 
or minimally trained users

• Fast, confident shock delivery < 8 sec2

• Daily checks, including pads 
functionality 

• Ability to treat both children and 
adults in a variety of environments

2. Monitoring
Connect your AEDs, with 
the innovative SmartLink 
transmitter
• Remote monitoring; AED, 

pads and battery check
• Prompt notifications in case the 

AED needs attention
• Convenient status alerts
•     Philips managed relationship with 

top cellular provider for cloud 
connectivity 
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Are you ready to be  
confident, connected and carefree?
Let’s discuss how Philips can help you with your AED program.

www.philips.com/healthcare

How AED Remote Monitoring could benefit you
Comprehensive support at every step, whatever your scale
Delivered on a subscription basis, our all-in-one carefree remote monitoring software 
provides you with a safe and reliable AED, an intuitive, subscription-based software platform 
and one-stop shop for device readiness tracking. Whatever your location or scale, we are by 
your side providing the confidence you need.

Key benefits

• Helps to be prepared if a sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) occurs
• Gain peace of mind and stay informed
• Focus on other priorities knowing your AEDs are being monitored
• High-quality, well maintained, 24/7 monitored AEDs
• Stay compliant with current local requirements
• Low total cost of ownership and predictable cost
• Improve sustainability by reducing unnecessary  

site inspections
• A truly carefree approach – we are  

your partner by your side


